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June 5, 2020 

To all WSEU Players, Families and Coaches 

We appreciate the patience, understanding and support that each of you has shown over the past few 
months. Our world has changed, and everyone is adapting to a new normal for the way we go about our 
work and extra-curricular activities, including soccer. 

I am pleased to report that with yesterday’s announcement, Manitoba Soccer’s Return-to-Participation 
Guidelines and Recommendations have been approved by the requisite authorities, including Canada 
Soccer, Sport Manitoba, and most importantly, our local Manitoba Health Authorities. Moving forward, 
member organizations will be required to adopt these guidelines and recommendations into their own 
protocols for ensuring as safe a return to soccer as possible. The Plan, which allows for a resumption of 
sanctioned soccer activities in Manitoba as of June 17th, includes a three-stage process that moves 
progressively from in-person non-contact training (Stage 1) towards a return to competitive outdoor 
league play (Stage 3). 

Manitoba Soccer Return-to-Play Plan 

Manitoba Soccer’s guidelines and recommendations for a Return-to-Participate have been posted on our 
website (www.wseu.ca). Please familiarize yourself with this document, which outlines expectations and 
responsibilities for our players and families as well as our soccer club. Ensuring the health and safety of 
our players, coaches, volunteers, families and community-at-large will require the full cooperation and 
active support from every participant, so it is important for everyone to become familiar with the 
expectations that the Plan creates for each one of us. 

Key highlights of the Manitoba Soccer Return-to-Participate Plan, include; 

- Resumption of outdoor only, in-person, non-contact training under Stage 1 as of June 17th with 
allowances for; 

o Skill-based training-only activities without opposition, 
o Minimum space requirements and maximum player group sizes, 
o Removal of heading and/or hand contact with the ball, and 
o Restrictions for on-site spectators, including parents. 

- Comprehensive list of guidelines and recommendations for member organizations, including 
specific requirements for players, coaches, volunteers and families; 

o Adherence to Municipal and Provincial Health Authorities regulations and guidelines, 
o Pre-activity orientation for all participants regarding safety and public health, 
o Mandatory self-assessments prior to each scheduled activity, 
o Isolation in circumstances where symptoms are present, and 
o Practices to support contact tracing in the event than any participants contract COVID-19. 

- Requirement for a waiver from all youth players (i.e. signed by their parents or legal guardians), 
coaches and volunteers prior to participation in Stage 1. 

- Sanitization protocols for individuals and equipment, including recommendations for basic 
personal items that each player and coaches should come prepared with for each session. 
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- Masks will not be considered mandatory except under specific situations (i.e. responding to 
injured players), but coaches and players are encouraged to wear masks at their discretion. 

- Recommendations for protocols related to training activities, scheduling, site access, handling of 
equipment and appropriate responses for dangerous weather conditions. 

- Stage 2 outline allowing for a transition to limited-contact outdoor training with opposition that 
maintains all the health and safety requirements from Stage 1 (i.e. with modifications as allowed 
by updates to Provincial guidelines and restrictions). 

- Stage 3 outline for introducing competition (outdoors only) beginning with internal small-sided 
friendly matches before WYSA league play resumes. League play is expected to incorporate; 

o Reduced schedules with fewer games than a normal outdoor season, 
o Strict protocols around physical altercations and breaches of safety requirements, 
o Reduced game lengths to avoid fatigue, burnout and potential injury, and 
o Unlimited substitutions to avoid player fatigue and injury 

Families should also be aware that there are specific questions that the Plan does NOT provide definitive 
responses to, including; 

- Timelines for Stage 2 and Stage 3 are not pre-determined. Timelines will vary based on 
recommendations from the Province as it tracks incidences of COVID-19 infection. 

- The length and format of the outdoor competition season, which will be determined by the WYSA 
Youth League in cooperation with the Districts subject to the timeline for Stage 3 implementation. 

o A variety of start dates are being considered in discussions with WYSA to assess options 
for league play, but there is no firm timeline for resumption of competition. 

o At this point, fees for WYSA league play (Stage 3) remain unknown. WSEU is 
currently assessing ways for addressing this uncertainty with families that will 
need to re-register. Families selecting Options 2 or 3 will have their 2020 outdoor 
refund or credit adjusted accordingly once league fees have been determined. 

- Whether or not the Manitoba Soccer Provincial Championships (U15/U17) will occur in 2020 (i.e. 
subject to Canada Soccer decision about 2020 National Championships). 

- When tournaments, festivals and/or jamborees can resume (i.e. not prior to Stage 3 and subject 
to Provincial Health Authority guidelines and restrictions). 

- When travel outside of Manitoba for sanctioned participation in tournaments or other soccer 
events may be approved. 

Implementation of the Return-to-Participate Plan 

WSEU is currently evaluating requirements for incorporating Manitoba Soccer’s guidelines and 
recommendations into its training protocols, and the impact that mobilization will have for our staff, 
coaches, volunteers. Implementation of the Plan will require active engagement with our front-line staff 
and team coaches, which will be facilitated by our Technical Staff through meetings over the next two 
weeks. We will also need to mobilize additional volunteers and participation from our families to support 
the measures that will be required for a successful return. Details will be announced in the coming week 
via emails and postings on our WSEU website (www.wseu.ca). 
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Player Registration 

WSEU will be required to register all players directly with Manitoba Soccer and provide immediate 
payment for Canada Soccer, Manitoba Soccer and Insurance fees prior to the start of Stage 1 training.  

Re-registration for the 2020 Outdoor Season will be required for players where WSEU families; 

- Selected Option 1 for 2020 outdoor registration fee refunds (i.e. provided as of June 1st), or 

- Had not paid for 2020 outdoor registration fees prior to the suspension of soccer activities on 
March 13th. 

As was noted in previous updates, it is expected that our costs will adjust with changes in the format and 
length of the 2020 outdoor season. Manitoba Soccer has reduced per player fees for the 2020 outdoor 
and 2020/21 indoor seasons, which is greatly appreciated. Those adjustments along with others will be 
incorporated into a re-assessment of 2020 outdoor fees. As I noted earlier, we will not have a firm grasp 
on WYSA Youth League fees prior to the start of Stage 1, as the timeline for Stage 3 remains unknown. A 
process for addressing this uncertainty will be provided when on-line re-registration opens (i.e. 
anticipated for next Wednesday, June 10th). Please visit our website (www.wseu.ca) for further details 
over the coming days. 

An important note for WSEU families requiring financial support through KidSport and JumpStart 
programs. Registration for players seeking financial assistance requires families to make arrangements 
for payment of the applicable WSEU registration fee and provide confirmation that applications for 
KidSport and JumpStart funding have been submitted. Arrangements for payment must be made with the 
WSEU Office prior before participating in Stage 1 training activities. Please contact Office Manager, 
Eliana Vergara, at  officemanager@wseu.ca or 204-452-8020 for assistance in providing payments and 
completing funding application forms. 

Going Forward 

WSEU is incredibly pleased that we can now move forward with a return to soccer. Our Board and Staff 
are excited by the prospect of seeing our WSEU players, coaches and families back on the field. Your 
commitment to the health and safety measures incorporated into the Plan will have a direct impact on the 
timeline for Stage 2 and finally Stage 3 with its return to competition. We look forward to your continued 
support for the protocols that are put into place as we return to the field. 

WSEU appreciates your patience as we strive to act in the best interests of our players and families 
through this challenging experience. Our first concern is always the safety of our players, coaches, and 
families, who together with our staff and volunteers, will continue to follow the direction and guidance 
provided by our Health Authorities and governance associations. Please stay safe and continue to do 
your part in restricting the spread of COVID-19. We look forward to seeing you back on the soccer pitch in 
two weeks. 

On behalf of the WSEU Board, 

Dale Friesen, President 
Winnipeg South-End United Soccer Club 
Email: president@wseu.ca 


